
 
All jobs  Marketing & Media  Design

Graphic Designer
Remuneration: R14000 - R20000 per month basic salary 
Location: Cape Town, Garden
Remote work: Some remote work allowed
Job level: Junior/Mid
Type: Permanent
Company: Black Camel & The Social Effect

Do you sigh every time you see Comic Sans used unironically? Does the sight of mismatched colour palettes make you
want to grab your colour wheel in defence? If you're shaking your head (or, better yet, nodding) with passionate
agreement, we have a chair (with possibly pre-adjusted lumbar support) just for you!

Who are we?

We're not your typical B2B agency. We think most B2B creative is #bbm (bland, boring and mundane). Think of us as
the superheroes turning B2B into “Be Too Brave”! Gone are the days of snooze-worthy bar graphs and slideshows that
scream monotone. We're on a quest to make B2B so riveting that it stands for "Breathtaking 2 Brilliant"!

Why would you want to?

Joining us isn't just about getting a job; it's about growing, evolving, and becoming the best version of your professional
self.

You must be proficient in:

Would be super cool if you know:

Design skills that will make us swoon:

Other spells to have in your wizardry bag:

Our creative and art directors are industry legends (they push, prod, and motivate you to new heights)
What's next for you? More conceptual? More art direction? Creative direction? (we'll give you the path)
Open door policy: From the interns to the top dogs, everyone's voice is valued, got a radical idea or feedback? Our
leadership's door (real and virtual) is always open.
A library of design memes so niche only you and your team will get them.

InDesign: Where every page layout becomes a masterpiece.
Photoshop: Yes, we know it’s more than just removing those pesky zits.
Illustrator: Where you pen-tool your way to perfection.

After Effects: Because who doesn't love some motion in their ocean?
Premiere Pro: For those times when still designs just won't cut it.

Killer layout skills: Symmetry is the name, designing is the game.
Strong visual communicator: Can you make visuals that speak? Literally?
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To apply:

Whisk us away with your enchanting portfolio -  Subject: “I'm Here To Make B2B Brave!”

Posted on 27 Mar 15:47, Closing date 26 May

See also: Graphic Designer, Designer, DTP Operator

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com

Time wizardry: Always be on point.
The ability to juggle: Not balls, but multiple projects. It's all about balance.
Conceptual genius: We love a good thinker.
Ever-eager learner: Show us that unquenchable thirst!
Initiative taker: See a gap? Fill it. See a problem? Solve it.

Apply by email
Regan George
regan@blackcamel.agency

Or apply with your Biz CV
Create your CV once, and thereafter you can apply to this ad and future job ads easily.
Apply
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